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ummer signals getting 
away from it all, whether 
that means two weeks 
in Tuscany or a day trip 
to Annapolis, with its 

sailboats and quirky, historic 
streets (the setting for this 
shoot). Perhaps that’s why 
this season’s fashion trends 
bend the rules a bit. Think 
sundresses with sultry peek-
a-boo cutouts, 1980s redux 
neon suits, warm-weather 
leather and a mix of prints 
that could be stolen from 
a Hawaiian luau. “You can 
wear whatever you want on 
vacation,” says local stylist 
Lani Inlander  of Real Life 
Style (Real-life-style.com). 
“It’s a time to take a chance 
and really embrace things you 
might not normally try.” Here 
are a few chic suggestions.

Previous Page: 
Harry goes bright on the Annapolis city docks 
in slim pants by Tracy Reese ($245, Proper 
Topper, 1350 Connecticut Ave. NW; 202-842-
3055), a Magaschoni tri-colored knit top ($238, 
Betsy Fisher, 1224 Connecticut Ave. NW; 202-
785-1975), MICHAEL Michael Kors tangerine 
heels ($295, Sassanova, 1641 Wisconsin 
Ave. NW; 202-471-4400), a peach-colored 
flower ring ($36, Sassanova) and white clip-
on earrings ($265, Tabandeh, Mazza Gallerie, 
5300 Wisconsin Ave. NW; 202-244-0777).

Above: 
Built in the 1760s, the William Paca House and 
Garden sets the scene for a Parker silk peek-
a-boo maxi dress ($299, Urban Chic, 1626 
Wisconsin Ave. NW; 202-338-5398), Lola straw 
hat ($168, Proper Topper), blue calico and aqua 
ring ($62 each, Proper Topper), gold textured 
ring ($48, Simplysoles.com), green flower 
drop earrings ($310, Tabandeh), white shell 
necklace ($420, Dinamackney.com) and Stuart 
Weitzman camel-colored wedges ($398, 
Sassanova).

Left: 
Colorful 18th- and 19th-century row houses 
on Annapolis’ Fleet Street contrast with a 
Nicole Miller peplum dress ($420, Neiman 
Marcus, Mazza Gallerie, 5300 Wisconsin Ave. 
NW; 202-966-9700), Diane von Furstenberg 
Lucite Patmos heels ($350, The Shoe Hive, 
127 S. Fairfax St., Alexandria; 703-548-7105), 
rhinestone bib necklace ($395, Sassanova), 
pave ring by Erickson Beamon and snake-
design bracelet ($485 and $1,380, Tabandeh).
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